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Chair’s Foreword
I have found the experience of chairing this Responsive Repairs panel a privilege. I
have learned so much about the processes and planning that goes on to deliver the
Responsive Repairs Service.
As part of the panel’s work we visited the Mears Repairs Helpdesk at the Housing
Centre in Moulsecoomb. We saw how the team worked in a pressurised environment
in a professional manner; the team had good staff morale and were very well
managed.
We noted that the Helpdesk staff had altered how they ran the service following
tenant feedback. We think that the changes made were positive ones, which have
improved the service that is offered. We welcome the changes, including the
helpdesk actively contacting tenants after repairs to get feedback.
We were also able to go out with different repairs staff to see how they carried out
their day to day work; between us we spent time with plumbers, electricians and
carpenters. We would like to thank Mears for arranging these sessions for us, for the
operatives for making us feel so welcome, and to the residents that we visited for
allowing us to come to their homes.
Overall, we came away with a very positive view of the service that is provided by
everyone we spoke to, and in particular, the Repairs Helpdesk.
Our main recommendation is around the lack of tenant involvement in assessing
repairs after they have been carried out – we strongly support the tenant assessor
scheme that is in place already and feel that it should be used more widely to
improve honest feedback from tenants.
We would also like to see the re-introduction of the Rate your Estate scheme as a
key part of the responsive repairs service. This will increase tenant involvement in
services. The repairs service is a service paid for by the tenants and should have
tenant involvement at its heart. We hope that this is something that can be taken
forward to improve services for tenants across the city.
I would like to add my personal thanks to Chief John Blackbear and others for their
part in this panel and other work that we have done together. This panel was
originally chaired by Chief, but he had to leave before it could be completed, as did
Andreas. I and the other panel members are grateful for their input and wish them
well for the future.

Dave Murtagh
Chair of the Responsive Repairs Tenant & Resident Scrutiny Panel
May 2015
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1.

Executive summary

1.1

The panel selected this scrutiny review following suggestions from tenants,
with over half of the responses suggesting this as an area for scrutiny.

1.2

The Responsive Repairs service is contracted to Mears Group (referred to as
Mears in this report) by Brighton & Hove City Council, running from 2010 for
ten years. The service provides unplanned (‘responsive’) repairs to the homes
of council tenants (as opposed to planned maintenance repairs).

1.3

Members of the team spoke about the key concerns raised by tenants which
were:





Low levels for customer feedback received after a repair job had been
completed. There was also concern that ‘mystery shopping’ of repairs has
been discontinued, adding to the lack of tenant involvement.
It appears that Mears are the only people who are currently collecting
tenant feedback, which is seen as a conflict of interest, since Mears also
provide the initial repairs service. The panel accepts that there is a role for
Mears to play but the feedback that they collect should only be part of the
overall picture.
There had been a pilot of tenant involvement in estate inspections but the
most useful elements of this, such as tenants leading the process or the
central reporting back on all repairs raised, had not been taken forward.

1.4

The Responsive Repairs service provided the panel with useful performance
and benchmarking information. Senior managers and the Chair of Housing
Committee emphasised the importance of having useful customer feedback to
monitor and make service improvements.

1.5

The panel want to commend the Council and Mears on its partnership
working. It found the staff were working to high standards and were working
hard to achieve tough targets set by the council. In addition the panel was
very impressed with much of what they saw and they would like to thank
everyone who spoke to them as well as the tenants who contributed to its
investigation.
In particular the panel would like to thank the operatives who took them out to
demonstrate the work that they carried out. The panel felt the operatives
undertake a wide range of jobs to high standards, and wanted to recognise
the key role that they play in keeping tenants’ homes up to standard.
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2.

List of recommendations

2.1

The panel would like to make the following three recommendations based on
the evidence they heard:
Recommendation One:
The panel recommends that as part of their training and induction, the
Repairs Helpdesk staff should spend time with repairs operatives so
that they can get a better understanding what is involved in the various
repairs jobs and the average time taken. Both new and existing helpdesk
staff should shadow plumbers, carpenters and electricians, and any
other staff who may be regularly involved. (to check what is feasible in
relation to the contract with Mears and whether this kind of
recommendation can be implemented)
Recommendation Two:
The panel recommends that resident assessors are used to assess a
percentage of the completed repairs, to get a fuller assessment of these
repairs. The panel believes that by having another tenant visiting in
person, it would lead to a more open discussion about the standard of
the repair and increase the feedback for BHCC and Mears. The panel
would expect that the assessors are able to choose for themselves the
homes they visit to assess completed repairs and the number of
assessments carried out.
It might be necessary to increase the capacity of the resident assessor
scheme to enable more assessments to take place. It would be sensible
to use the existing expertise of tenants and leaseholders, e.g. for exbuilders to assess repairs.
Recommendation Three:
Panel members are aware that there are no current estate inspections
such as Rate Your Estate. This scheme was a useful way of recording
residents’ concerns against a set of maintenance and appearance
standards that were shared across the city. The panel recommends that
this scheme is reintroduced with sufficient resources in order to enable
residents to raise concerns about their estate. This will help to identify
hotspots where there are problems such as fly-tipping, abandoned
vehicles etc.
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3.

Introduction

3.1

The panel selected this review after analysing the responses to their tenant
surveys. Over half of the responses1 received requested that the panel
scrutinise responsive repairs. There were a range of issues raised, including
the standard of repairs and how feedback was collected after repairs were
carried out.

3.2

The panel’s key concern was to find out whether the correct processes were
in place for tenants when reporting a fault right up to completion, and for the
feedback/ review process afterwards. They wanted to ensure that the current
processes are the best ones for achieving tenant satisfaction.

4.

The scope of the panel

4.1

The panel agreed the scope would be to:
1) Focus on the repairs pathway for tenants when reporting a fault, right up to
completion and for the feedback process afterwards.
2) Visit the Mears Repairs Helpdesk to listen into telephone calls and find out
how the service operated; how are jobs prioritised?
3) Carry out visits with operatives to see how well the repair is fixed and how the
tenant found the experience.
4) See if the responsive repairs service were meeting the needs of its residents
by looking at tenant satisfaction data. To see how tenant satisfaction was
received, recorded and used to improve the service. The panel also wanted to
find out whether the council was carrying out sufficient monitoring itself of the
repairs service
5) Identify if there were any improvements that the service could make.
However, the panel resolved not to look into budgets or the cost of materials as
tenants had been involved in the contract discussions.

5.

How the panel collected evidence

Dates
2 July 2014

Meeting
Scope of the panel

5 August 2014

Evidence gathering private scoping meeting with Glyn
Huelin (Partnering Business Manager), James Cryer
(Partnering Manager- Mears) and Dave Warner

1

A total of 31 tenant survey responses had been received. 19 responses referred to repairs.
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(Performance Manager-Mears)
2 September
2014

Evidence gathering private meeting. Analysis of repairs
information requested by the panel. Draft survey for
tenants.

16 September
2014

Private meeting. Continuation of the analysis of repairs
information requested by the panel.
Approval of Tenant Scrutiny survey on repairs to be
emailed to residents on the resident involvement database.

7 October 2014
23 October
2014
11 November
2014
2 December
2014
2 February
2015
Early Feb 2015
March/ April
2015

Private meeting. Compilation of scrutiny questions for their
next meeting. Analysis of information from Amicus Horizon.
Visit to Mears Repairs Helpdesk
Private meeting with Benjamin Okagbue (Head of Property
& Investment), Glyn Huelin and James Cryer
Private meeting with the Head of Housing - Councillor Bill
Randall & Member of the Housing Committee – Councillor
Mary Mears
Panel meeting to discuss report findings – Councillor Gill
Mitchell spoke to the panel.
Visits with operatives
Panel meetings to discuss report findings and
recommendations

5.1

In addition the panel attended several housing meetings and analysed the
tenant survey responses that they had received.

5.2

The panel was very impressed by the written information given to them by the
Mears staff; they had a presentation on the repairs pathway from the first
point of call up to completion and were provided with information about how
feedback was collected. The panel was also grateful for the information
supplied by Amicus Horizon, a housing association.

Improving resident engagement & the collection of performance information
5.3

Panel members were disappointed by the low level of resident responses to
their email survey (with only nine responses received in total) and will
continue to look at ways to improve resident engagement with the panel as
part of their ongoing work programme.

5.4

The panel believes that the lack of resident response reflects the relatively low
levels of engagement that the panel saw between council tenants and the
Repairs Team; the lack of customer feedback is the biggest gap in the service
provided by the Repairs Team.
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5.5

The panel was also concerned that they did not receive the same level of
information from the council about repairs, as they did from Mears. The panel
regretted that projects such as mystery shopping and estate inspections had
ended, because they had been used by both the council and residents to
assess the performance of the repairs service. The panel would like to see
both the council and residents collect more evidence about the repairs
service.

6. The Responsive Repairs service
6.1

Mears hold a ten year contract for responsive repairs for Brighton and Hove
City council; this began in 2010. The Mears helpdesk is the first point of
contact for tenants reporting a fault or repair and is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. It is responsible for calls from 11,000 council properties.
The helpdesk has 9 call agents and a call centre supervisor. In one month
(June 2014) it handled 6,500 calls. The team works to targets, with the aim to
answer calls within 20 seconds; data supplied to the panel shows that they
are reaching this target between 75% and 80% of the time, with their
performance improving.

6.2

The panel was informed that one call agent carries out telephone customer
satisfaction surveys every day and other call agents do so when volumes of
incoming calls and emails are low. The most recent figures available for April
2015 show that Mears contacted 18% of tenants who received responsive
repairs and 25% of tenants who received gas repairs. Service data shows that
that 95.7% of residents rated the repair service as good/excellent2 .
The responsive repairs service has targets for the time taken to carry out
routine and emergency repairs. The target is for 98% of responsive repairs to
be carried out within the time specified- figures for the year 2014/15 show that
this was achieved in 99% of responsive repairs.

6.3

Panel members observed the helpdesk staff at work, listening in to phone
calls requesting responsive repairs and observing how the staff addressed the
query. Panel members reported back that they were very impressed with the
way in which the helpdesk operated and how the staff handled the calls. They
felt the staff were well managed and well trained, and that they were highly
motivated, working hard to answer all of the calls that were received.

6.4

The panel were particularly impressed with the detailed questions that the
helpdesk staff asked to help identify the exact repair that was needed. Call
handlers have to be skilled at asking residents detailed information about the
issue and fittings per specification. The more information that is collated
means that the operative can have the correct tools, fittings and background
to fix the fault efficiently. The team also needed to be able to calm the tenant
down in a crisis situation i.e. the flooding of a room.

2

Data provided by the service
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6.5

Overall the panel was very pleased with the way in which the helpdesk was
managed and operated. The only suggestion that they had was for staff to
develop their knowledge of the various repair types by shadowing operatives
at work.

Recommendation One:
The panel recommends that as part of their training and induction, the
Repairs Helpdesk staff should spend time with repairs operatives so
that they can get a better understanding what is involved in the various
repairs jobs and the average time taken. Both new and existing helpdesk
staff should shadow plumbers, carpenters and electricians, and any
other staff who may be regularly involved.
Operatives
6.6

Panel members were invited to join operatives to see the repairs pathway
from an operative receiving the job number to completing it on-site. This was
arranged with the resident’s permission. The panel members accompanied
electricians, plumbers and carpenters for a day each. Operatives said that
they wanted office staff to spend more time shadowing them to see what their
day to day work involved. Panel members agreed with the suggestion - please
see above for Recommendation One which supports this.

6.7

Again panel members reported that they were happy with the standard of
service provided by the operatives, and could not think of any ways in which
this aspect of the responsive repairs service could be improved.

6.8

Following their visit to the helpdesk, the visits with the operatives and
discussions with senior managers within Housing and within Mears, panel
members agreed that they were satisfied with the way in which the service
operated from the initial request for responsive repairs to the repairs that were
carried out by the operatives.

6.9

The panel then moved on to examine how tenant satisfaction with the service
was considered.

7.

Tenant satisfaction with repairs service

7.1

The council carries out an annual Survey of Tenants and Residents (STAR).
The most recent survey was in June 2014 with a sample of 3000 Brighton &
Hove City Council tenants, who were sent the survey. There was a response
rate of 24%- 724 respondents.3

3

Housing Committee- 12 November 2014, Agenda Item 38
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7.2

Two thirds of the sample had had a repair in the previous twelve month
period. Satisfaction with the last completed repair had dropped since the last
STAR survey; 2014 responses indicated 76% were satisfied overall with the
repair, which has gone down from 81% in 2011. There were also
disappointing responses with regard to the time taken before the repair work
started, which had fallen from 83% to 77%; results had also fallen for
satisfaction with the speed of repairs completion.

7.3

It should be noted that these figures differ from the satisfaction responses that
Mears’ own surveys have received. Mears reported that telephone surveys to
477 residents gave a 93% satisfaction response.

7.4

This difference in results is one of the reasons that the panel feel that Mears
may not be best placed to carry out their own satisfaction surveys; tenants
may not feel that they can give an honest response if they have had a less
positive, or less satisfactory, service. The panel believe that resources such
as mystery shoppers and resident assessors could be used to fill this gap.
It should also be noted that Housing are now asking tenants the question
‘what could we do better?’ and analysing and feeding back the responses
received.

How is satisfaction information currently collected?
7.5

In the past Mears used handheld PDAs (Personal Data Assistants) to capture
tenant satisfaction information immediately after every repair job. However
this had ceased due to concerns from tenants4.

7.6

Postcard response cards were also used to assess customer satisfaction, with
tenants being asked to complete and return them giving their comments on
the service received. Results showed that tenants only completed the cards if
their experience was very positive or very negative. This meant that there was
a low response rate for jobs that had been completed to a satisfactory level.

7.7

Mears has now moved to a telephone based system, where a member of the
Mears team calls tenants to ask for their feedback on the service they have
received. This has proved successful in increasing response rates and the
most recent figures indicate that in April 2015 telephone surveys were carried
out relating to 18% of the responsive repair jobs and 25.5% of gas repairs
jobs.5 However panel members did not think that this was the best solution as
tenants might not feel comfortable giving negative feedback to the service
provider.

4

Tenants did not like using the handhelds, not enough time to carry out the inspection of work and
whether the problem was fixed on a long term basis and tenants did not know how the repair should
be fixed and to what standard. Housing Committee, 12 November 2014
5
Data provided by the service
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7.8

The panel felt that, whilst most of the repairs service performed very well and
was based around the needs of the tenant, this was one area that ought to be
reviewed.

7.9

Amicus Horizon told the panel that they collected resident satisfaction for
responsive repairs through carrying out telephone surveys of approximately
5% of residents who have had a repair completed the previous week. Amicus
Horizon employs a survey team to carry out this survey and ask residents to
rate their experience of their most recent repair. The panel felt that this was a
more independent way of collecting repairs feedback than the contractor
collating the feedback, However they were aware that there would be
resource issues if employees were taken on specifically to carry out this role.

7.11

Panel members suggested that as an alternative, the existing role of Tenant /
Resident Assessors could be expanded. These are tenants who have been
trained to examine empty properties before they are let, to ensure that
properties are up to a lettable standard before new tenants move in.

7.12

Two of the panel members are currently tenant assessors and felt that the
assessor role’s remit could be easily expanded to include checking the
standard responsive repairs on properties that are already tenanted.

7.13

Panel members suggested that the Repairs Helpdesk staff advise all callers
that they may be contacted by a Resident Assessor after the repair has
completed, who would come and check the standard of repair. This would
allow the tenant to opt out of the service if they did not wish to be contacted.
The Resident Assessor could then carry out checks after the repairs had been
completed and feedback any comments or issues to Mears.
Panel members thought that tenants talking to other tenants through the
resident assessor scheme about their repairs could lead to more open
discussions and more honest feedback. The panel feel it is essential to have
proper tenant involvement throughout the repairs service, which should be
tenant-led rather than officer-led.

7.14

Panel members felt that this could be extended to be used for a wider estates
inspection service. Some of the panel members had been involved in the Rate
Your Estate pilot in which residents were trained to carry out official estate
inspections and report defects or concerns. The residents went on
‘walkabouts’ with other residents, putting together a photo-book scorecard
looking at factors such as repairs, grounds maintenance, cleaning and the
appearance of communal areas. One of the benefits was that there was an
agreed set of standards across the city, increasing consistency.
Panel members were aware that there are no estate inspections of this nature
at present, and feel that they could be re-introduced quite easily in order to
increase resident involvement in estate inspections and identify problem
areas.
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7.15

The panel wanted to assure Mears and operatives that they were not querying
the standard of repairs carried out but that they wanted to improve the
feedback mechanism in order to provide another way of quality assurance.

7.16

Recommendation Two
The panel recommend that resident assessors are used to assess a
percentage of the completed repairs, to get a fuller assessment of these
repairs. The panel believes that by having another tenant visiting in
person, it would lead to a more open discussion about the standard of
the repair and increase the feedback for BHCC and Mears. The panel
would expect that the assessors are able to choose for themselves the
homes they visit to assess completed repairs and the number of
assessments carried out.
It might be necessary to increase the capacity of the resident assessor
scheme to enable more assessments to take place. It would be sensible
to use the existing expertise of tenants and leaseholders, e.g. for exbuilders to assess repairs.

7.17

Recommendation Three:
Panel members are aware that there are no current estate inspections
such as Rate Your Estate. This scheme was a useful way of recording
residents’ concerns against a set of maintenance and appearance
standards that were shared across the city. The panel recommends that
this scheme is reintroduced with sufficient resources in order to enable
residents to raise concerns about their estate. This will help to identify
hotspots where there are problems such as fly-tipping, abandoned
vehicles etc.

8.

Conclusion

8.1

Panel members were impressed overall with the service provided by the
repairs service including the very high standard of service from Repairs
Helpdesk staff and by the operatives that they spent time with. They would
like to see greater work shadowing between the two teams to increase
knowledge and skills.

8.2

The members of the panel did feel that the service could be improved by
changing the way in which post-repairs feedback was collected. They
considered various ways of doing this but agreed that the most effective way
of doing so would be to widen the remit of the Resident Assessor scheme so
that tenants could be more involved in assessing the standards of repairs.
This is in order to provide more quality assurance which will be of benefit to
tenants, the council and to Mears.

8.3

The panel would like to thank everyone who spoke to them about the repairs
service for their helpful and open approach.
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